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GNU/Linux certifications, and in particular Linux Professional Institute (LPI) certification, are increasingly becoming a key differentiator between IT job candidates. "LPIC-1 In Depth" offers the most up-to-date test prep guide available to successfully pass both Linux Professional Institute Level I exams, LPIC-1 101 and 102. Each chapter maps completely to a section of the test, and includes end of the chapter review questions and answers. The appendices include a full glossary of terms and two sample exams for self-testing.
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**Customer Reviews**

I just got this book since I am going to take the combined Linux+/LPI exam being offered by Comptia. I read most of the LPIC-1 book by Roderick Smith and his PDF Linux+ book. I found that he presented things well but I wanted another book to supplement my preparation for the exam. The good thing is that I am finding myself understanding things much clearer and the two LPIC books complement each other but there are some caveats to this book that I am not so sure about either the usefulness about the guide (I read 6 chapters so far). They are as follows...1) Some of his comments are not necessary and either are his opinion or incorrect.2) There have been some typos as noted and that worries me that I am getting the wrong information (so I double check many of the command syntax). Some of his comments lead to misunderstanding and a few of his answers to his questions are wrong or can have another answer since some of the chapter questions are written in a vague fashion.3) The topics are somewhat brief and the reader may miss an important phrase
(some extra bold fonts would help). 4) He talks about things somewhat in more detail compared to Roderick Smith’s book including more options for commands but there is some overkill where he talks about things that are relatively obscure and I do not believe on the exam (extra vi commands, and other things) but I may be wrong. 5) His chapter questions are mostly multiple choice but some are long answers. He also does this on the sample tests as well. I believe the LPIC test is all multiple choice so why does he do this... The other book is all multiple choice answers... Update: I will be taking this exam soon...
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